Cosmological perturbations are considered in f (T ) and in scalar-torsion f (ϕ)T teleparallel models of gravity. Full sets of linear perturbation equations are accurately derived and analysed at the relevant limits. Interesting features of generalisations to other teleparallel models, spatially curved backgrounds, and rotated tetrads are pointed out.
Introduction
Teleparallel gravity in its initial formulation is an equivalent way to describe general relativity (GR) in terms of torsion instead of curvature [1] . A. Einstein's attempts to incorporate electromagnetism in the reformulation, in spaces characterised by parallelism at distance and originally envisaged by E. Cartan, were unsuccessfull [2] , but concrete advantages of the reformulation were later clarified by C. Møller who found a covariant gravitational energy-momentum complex [3] and discussed the possible resolution of singularities in the tetrad framework 1 [5] . In the last decade we have a great resurgence of interest towards such alternative formulations. The reasons range from the need to revisit the foundations of GR [6] to the phenomenological interests in new approaches to modify gravity [7] .
In this paper we take the latter viewpoint. In modern cosmology it has become commonly accepted that the existence of the three well-known unknowns, the agents that are supposed to cause inflation, dark matter and dark energy, could serve as a good motivation for modifying the gravitational interaction. In particular, the problems of the early Universe [8, 9] and the search for a self-acceleration mechanism in the present day Universe [10, 11] have led to one of the simplest modified teleparallel models, the f (T ). Since then, many variations of this model have been proposed to the same aims, with (e.g. [12, 13, 14] ) and without (e.g. [15, 16, 17] ) additional scalar fields in the action (see [7] and Section 9). Obviously, a model which aims at solving any of the mentioned cosmological puzzles must be tested against all available sets of cosmological data [18] . One of the first steps to be taken is the theory of linear cosmological perturbations.
We will take the classical route of working with zero spin connection in f (T ) (pure tetrad formulation) because the covariantisation [19, 20] , though important at the foundational level, introduces new variables without changing physical predictions which is impractical for our current purposes. The cosmological perturbation equations for f (T ) were given first in the Ref. [21] . It was done in the covariant 1+3 language which might be unfamiliar for many workers in the field, and only in the Appendix were they specified to the Newtonian gauge 2 . Recently these equations were used [22] in the first actual comparison with the data. Note that, working with pure tetrad formalism, it is very important to consider the most general perturbation of the tetrad and to take care of all equations of motion including the antisymmetric part self-consistently. Many works 3 in the field lack consistency in these and other respects, e.g. [24] . We feel it very timely to give a detailed account of cosmological perturbation analysis, with accurate and consistent derivations directly in the Newtonian gauge, in a formalism that is straightforward to generalise to the many variations of the f (T ) model.
In the next Section 2 we briefly review the f (T ) model, emphasising the crucial point of the presence of antisymmetric field equations which is generic to teleparallel modified gravity models. The following Section 3 introduces a parameterisation of the tetrad perturbations and their gauge transformations. These considerations are totally independent of the particular model under study (f (T ) or otherwise). We shall then derive the perturbed components of torsion and apply them to check the f (T ) model sector by sector: tensors, vectors, pseudoscalars and scalars in Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively. The latter are the most non-trivial and the most interesting ones. We apply these scalar perturbations in Section 8 to study the structure formation in the presence of arbitrary matter sources. Generalised models are then discussed in Section 9, where a more complete study is presented for the case of the scalar-torsion model. Finally, we briefly comment on the generalisation to curved cosmology in Section 10 and point out the issue of inequivalent choices of "good" tetrads. In the conclusions of Section 11, we list the new results obtained along the way.
Brief introduction to f (T )
The action of f (T ) gravity is given in terms of a tetrad field
, and a non-linear function of the torsion scalar which enters the action of the teleparallel equivalent of GR [1] 
where the torsion scalar can be written in several equivalent ways
with the contortion tensor K αµβ = −K βµα defined as a difference between the Weitzenböck connection 
which gives
and with the superpotential
which satisfies the antisymmetry condition S αµν = −S ανµ . One can derive equations of motion by using the following trick. We have the basic relation
where the last term comes from varying the notion of the Levi-Civita-covariant derivative (in our paper [20] this term has been missed leading to incorrect symmetric part of equations). The resulting equation of motion for f (T ) gravity in vacuum is
Interestingly, this nice form of equation can be found already in Ref. [21] . This is our starting point. Now we add some matter content in terms of the energy-momentun tensor Θ µν and use the equation
where the variations of the Einstein tensor are well-known from the standard cosmological perturbation theory.
Symmetric and antisymmetric parts of equations of motion
In modified teleparallel gravity models, it is very useful to separate symmetric and antisymmetric parts of equations [26] . The latter are responsible for preferred frame effects, and do coincide with those coming from variation with respect to the flat spin connection [20] in covariantised versions. Let us first look at the antisymmetric part of equations (2) . Suppose that f T T = 0 and that the energy-momentum tensor of matter is symmetric. In this case we have
One can easily see that it boils down to
We note in passing that, interestingly enough, while perturbation with respect to an arbitrary spin connection makes the expression in brackets vanish (and therefore zero torsion), see Ref. [20] , variation in inertial class demands it be orthogonal to ∂ α T.
For symmetric part of equations, let us denote
where we easily see that
and write the symmetric part of equation (2) as
Let us also make a general comment on the structure of equations. The broken local Lorentz invariance implies that the Bianchi identities do not hold automatically. Indeed, if we define T µν via
then invariance of the action under diffeomorphisms e
which can easily be transformed (using
When the local Lorentz invariance is satisfied, invariance under e a µ −→ Λ a b e b µ implies that T µν is symmetric, and by virtue of antisymmetry of contortion tensor, the usual Bianchi identities are restored. In f (T ) this is not the case. However, the antisymmetric part of equations requires that the antisymmetric part of T µν vanishes, and after that the Bianchi identities are in operation again. Apparently, cases with fermions and/or spin-density should be considered with care 5 .
Spatially flat FRW cosmology
We consider the FRW (Friedmann-Robertson-Walker) cosmology
in terms of the following tetrad ansatz:
We note that a tetrad choice for the given metric has been done which is not innocuous in the context of f (T ), but in this case seems reasonable.
Moreover, this choice corresponds to what is known as a "good" tetrad [28] (we shall return to this important and subtle issue in Section 10). Indeed, in general the equations are symmetric either if in teleparallel equivalent of GR (f T T = 0) or for constant torsion scalar solutions (∂ α T = 0). However, the FRW ansatz goes through eq. (3) because the background tensor S µνα − S νµα has non-zero components only for spatial values of index α,
while the torsion scalar T depends only on time.
Symmetric part of equations is quite standard with a new piece given by the tensor Q above (4). At the background level the only non-trivial components of Q are spatial
For the torsion vector and torsion scalar we have
For a systematic and exhaustive analysis of the background dynamics, we refer to [29] .
Tetrad perturbation and gauge freedom
One can parametrise linear perturbations by
where as usual all vectors are assumed to be divergenceless, and the tensorial part is also traceless. Note that we do not symmetrise in the ∂c-part of the tetrad since this choice allows for a simple description of infinitesimal diffeomorphisms, see below.
The corresponding metric components are given by
Compared to GR, we have new components given by scalar β + ζ, pseudoscalar s, vector u i + v i , and pseudovector w j . Those 6 variables correspond to local Lorentz rotations of the tetrad: 3 boosts in direction of u + v + ∂(β + ζ) and 3 rotations around w + ∂s. Under infinitesimal diffeomorphisms x µ → x µ + ξ µ (x) with ξ 0 the time-component and ξ i ≡ ∂ i ξ +ξ i the spatial components, whereξ i is transverse, one can simply derive the following transformation laws:
Gauge invariant combinations are obvious. For the subsequent calculations, our choice would be σ = 0 and β = ζ (conformal Newtonian gauge), and c i = 0.
Tensor perturbations
Let us start from the simplest part of transverse traceless perturbations. It is easy to see that, in this sector, the only non-zero torsion components are
and both δT = 0 and δT µ = 0. The antisymmetric part of equation (2) is satisfied identically. In the symmetric part (5) we have
which via the standard relation
for an ideal fluid. This is very similar to the usual propagation of the gravitational waves. Since merely the unobservable effect of the Hubble friction is now slightly modified, we immediately see that the models are not constrained [30] by the current gravitational wave data.
while T 0 and T receive no linear variation. The antisymmetric part of equations (
With spatial indices we get
which, after taking divergence, implies △u i = 0 and, in perturbation theory, should be solved as
The mixed indices case gives
Here we have two independent equations for two independent components of w. Now let us look at the symmetric part (5). For mixed indices we easily find that
which vanishes under the antisymmetric part of equations. Therefore, this part of Einstein equations is not modified:
where u is the vortical part of ideal fluid velocity, and we have used u = 0 to write simply v instead of the metric perturbation v − u.
Analogously we find
in case of perfect fluid matter.
Pseudoscalar perturbation
Let us consider the pseudoscalar perturbation
with the only non-zero components of the torsion tensor given by
It is easy to see that this perturbation does not contribute to the linear perturbation equations at all. One can think of it as a remnant symmetry.
Scalar perturbations (Newtonian gauge)
For the scalars, let us choose the Newtonian gauge as σ = 0 and β = ζ. We get the following linearised torsion components:
Note that T i0j is symmetric under i ↔ j. Let us also find the torsion vector
and the variation of the torsion scalar
One can easily check that (S ijα − S jiα ) ∂ α T vanishes identically in the linear order. Then, at this order, the antisymmetric variation comes from mixed indices and gives
We easily find that
and given our expressions for T and δT, the final form of the antisymmetric part of perturbation equation reads
We can solve this equation as
and conclude that the antisymmetric part of perturbations makes perfect sense making the (essentially Lorentz) variable ζ constrained (compare also to vector sector). Now, we have the usual number of equations for the usual number of variables for the symmetric part. Symmetric part is a bit more cumbersome. It is easy to see that at the linear level δQ 
yields the result
where we have used
For the mixed components we find
where u is the velocity potential.
Using our solution (6) for ζ the latter equation can be brought to a nicer form of
As usual, it constrains the velocity potential.
For the spatial part, we compute
at linear order which is a product of two factors:
and
This is to be substituted into the perturbed equation (5) 
i j using also expression for δT and
and δΘ 
It is interesting to note that we have gravitational slip
even without anisotropic stress. Moreover, given our solution (6) for ζ, it is a very big slip for superhorizon modes, unless very close to de Sitter. For the remaining piece of information, we multiply the spatial components of equations by 
Precisely as we have done above for the mixed components, one can substitute the solution (6) for △ζ from the antisymmetric part into the temporal (7) and diagonal spatial (10) components (or even into the intermediate steps of derivations for then the way to them will become much shorter) and get
which, in a way, look very similar to the GR. If, for a given mode with a wavenumber k, we solve for the gravitational slip as, see eqs. (6) and (9),
substitute φ as a function of ψ and combine two equations (11) and (12) for an adiabatic mode by
we will get a second order equation for ψ, much the same way as in GR, though not that nice.
Note that in the limit of k → ∞ the gravitational slip vanishes, and as seen in the next Section, the system becomes very tractable.
On the other hand, if k → 0 then either the gravitational slip diverges, or we set φ → − 1 −
which makes ψ ′′ drop out from the equation. In the next Section we however verify that this feature is not a signal of a pathology. Anyway, the prediction of large scale gravitational slip can be tested against cosmic microwave background observations [22] and there is interesting potential in the Square Kilometer Array experiment [31] to probe the cosmological structure at the very largest scales especially via intensity mapping. Galaxy clustering and cosmic shear measurements as a means to constrain f (T ) models were considered in Ref. [32] , which reported a pioneering forecast on the constraints to be expected from the Euclid data [33] on teleparallel models of modified gravity.
Evolution of scalar perturbations (comoving gauge)
It is easy to see that in the absence of matter, the only solution to the system of equations (8, 11, 12) is φ = ψ = 0. In vacuum there are no scalar perturbations. It is still not guaranteed that the additional degrees of freedom would not begin to propagate in the presence of matter. For one thing, the vacuum solutions of f (T ) cosmology are flat or de Sitter (barring the singular case f (T ) ∼ √ T ), and the modes could be strongly coupled there. Another thing is their possible excitation by the fluctuations of the matter source. However, K. Izumi and Y.-C. Ong [23] had found that in the presence of a canonical scalar field, no additional poles appear in the propagator of the scalar perturbations. We will confirm this by deriving the evolution equation for the single scalar perturbation in the slightly more general setting without any assumptions about the matter source(s).
The energy momentum tensor of generic matter can be parameterised in the fluid form as
where ρ is the background energy density and p the background pressure, and δρ = ρδ and δp are their perturbations. If the fluid is adiabatic, δp = c 2 s δρ, where c
More generally, it is conventional to parameterise the pressure perturbation in the comoving gauge, where the velocity perturbation vanishes. We will continue to work with the Newtonian gauge metric perturbations, and denote the comoving gauge matter perturbations with a hat. Thus we havê
Now by combining (8) and (11) we can see that the Poisson equation, which is well known is GR, holds also exactly for linear perturbations in f (T ) gravity:
It has been had noted previously [34, 22] that the equation is valid for Newtonian gauge perturbations at the small scale limit, which can be understood by that δ andδ become equal when k → ∞ since there the velocity perturbation vanishes δu → 0. As a cross-check of our equations, we use the source (13) in the field equations, and use them (including the derivatives of (8) and (11)) to obtain
As they should, these correspond precisely to the two non-trivial perturbed components of the conservation equation
As mentioned earlier, we can solve all perturbations in terms of one them, for which we then obtain a closed second order evolution equation. The so called Bardeen equation for ψ is related, via the Poisson equation (18) , to the evolution equation for the comoving density perturbationδ, whose spectrum is an important cosmological observable. We report only the result. The equation has the form
whereĉ 2 s =δp/δρ, and the three dimensionless coefficients A, B, and C depend upon the function f (T ). Their general dependence is somewhat messy, and we write these functions down only at the interesting small-scale limit. There
In the so called quasi-static approximation, we thus obtain for a dust source simplŷ
In fact, for the comoving overdensity this equation is exact at all scales i.e. without the quasi-static approximation. Thus the linear structure formation during the matter dominated era is only affected by the modified background evolution through H and the modulation of the effective Newton's constant through f −1 T G. Note that rather than the Newtonian, the comoving gauge is the best approximation to the "physical gauge" wherein we make the measurements of the structure of the Universe around us.
At large scales, the three functions are a bit more complicated. As an example
The two other coefficients B and C are also well-behaved at the homogeneous limit. In particular, they do not contain any divergent terms such as ∼ k −2 . Unlike in GR, the pressure perturbation is relevant even at the homogeneous limit, since now B in general depends also on theĉ 2 s and not only on the w and the c 2 s that characterise the background evolution of the fluid.
Bounces
As another application, let us consider perturbations in bouncing cosmology. Bouncing backgrounds cosmologies have been constructed in teleparallel models (see e.g. [9] for an early and [35] for a recent work), but the problem of perturbations has not been addressed. Non-singular background cosmologies often need to resort to matching of the perturbations across the bounce, if not plagued by ghosts or already classical instabilities of linear perturbations [36] .
We take the function f (T ) to be such that f T T (0) is a finite constant, since it is natural assume analyticity, and this is sufficient for ultraviolet modifications. It is also natural to assume that f T (0) = 1, so that the modifications are introduced around the standard theory. At a bounce point of a non-singular cosmology, and at a turnover point of a recollapsing scenario, the evolution equation (19) becomeŝ
The condition to avoid a divergence of the homogeneous mode of the perturbations is that f T T (0) = 0, though even then it not entirely clear that the homogeneous mode would be well-behaved at a higher order in perturbation theory. From the (2) it is evident that in a matter bounce, a negative cosmological constant would be needed to cancel the matter energy density at the bounce. Since the latter would then quickly dilute with respect to the former, this hardly leaves us with any bouncing scenarios of relevance to our Universe. A caveat is that while a comoving observer sees diverging structures, there exists at least the mathematical possibility of some different gauge with less singular properties (for a case study of another type of first-order modified gravity, see [37] ).
On generalisations to f (T, B) and other models
Since the torsion tensor components from previous sections are independent of a particular model as long as the simplest FRW ansatz is a solution, one can easily generalise our discussion to any other teleparallel model at hand if equations of motion are known in a convenient form. Let us give some details to the latter. The first step to make is to observe a very nice relation for a variation of the connection coefficient . Moreover, as can be easily seen, it is also valid with arbitrary spin connection provided that the variation is performed over the tetrad with the spin connection kept fixed.
For the f (T, B) models with B = 2 (0) ▽ µ T µ the full procedure for deriving equations of motion is contained in our approach to f (T ). Indeed, the variation is given by
The variation of the Ricci scalar is well-known from GR, while for the B-term we have
with the variation of the torsion vector derived from (23) 
where K α αν = −T ν . After some simple algebra we get the equation of motion:
We see that if f B = 0 equations of motion are of higher order (4th in symmetric and 3rd order in the antisymmetric parts). If f = f (T + B) it reduces to the case of f (R). Moreover, the trace part of the symmetric equation gives a wave equation for f B . If f (T, B) = f 1 (T ) + f 2 (B), one can go for the same reduction of order as in f (R) gravity. Note that we have written equation (25) in such a way that all these terms remain intact if one adds more arguments to the function f. One option is to have f (T, B, ϕ, X, Y ) with X ≡ 1 2 g µν (∂ µ ϕ)(∂ ν ϕ) and Y ≡ T µ ∂ µ ϕ. In the terms which are already present in the equation (25) one would only need to understand the derivatives correctly, e.g. 
in the left hand side of equation (25) . We see that Y contributes to the antisymmetric part of equations. New GR models [26] require slightly more work. However, in case of looking for deviations from GR, it would also be nice to parametrise coefficients in front of independent scalars [17] in terms of deviations from T. Then it would amount to adding even more arguments to our analysis. Yet, one may also consider non-minimal couplings to matter [38] .
An example: scalar-torsion gravity
For simplicity, we will consider in more detail only the extension to models f (T, ϕ) which, with the addition of the kinetic term ∼ ω(ϕ)X, then cover the many "scalar-torsion gravity" models whose covariant formulation was recently discussed in [14] (see there for many earlier references). The action (1) is then generalised to
One may expect differences in the scalar sector of cosmological perturbations. We parameterise again the tetrad perturbations in the Newtonian gauge as in Section 3 and in addition let the scalar field fluctuate, denoting the perturbation as δϕ. The scalar field equation of motion,
Let us then look at the antisymmetric part of the field equations,
In the case that f T T = 0 but f T ϕ = 0, this equation becomes simply δϕ = −(ϕ ′ /H)ψ. Thus the fluctuation of the scalar field is directly proportional to the spatial Bardeen potential. We will restrict to this case in the following, and thus consider f (T, ϕ) = f T (ϕ)T + 2V (ϕ). Furthermore, by a redefinition of the field, ϕ → f T (ϕ), we can without any essential loss of generality 7 fix f (T, ϕ) = ϕT + 2V (ϕ). With this simplification, the field equations are
The background equations can be read off immediately:
where X = −ϕ ′2 /2. Let us consider the scalar-torsion system sourced by a perfect fluid. The four independent linearised equations can then be summarised as follows. The energy constraint:
The velocity propagation:
The pressure constraint:
The shear propagation:
Despite the presence of the kinetic term for the scalar ϕ, it does not propagate a new degree of freedom. This is because the additional constraint we had obtained from the antisymmetric field equation, δϕ = −(ϕ ′ /H)ψ. If we restrict to vacuum, ρ = p = 0, it is easy to see that the combined two first equations (27, 28) entail that φ = ψ = 0.
Another case of interest is the evolution of dust (ρ = 0, p = 0) perturbations at the quasistatic limit (k 2 ≫ H 2 ). At this limit, the algebra analogous to that in Section 8 becomes very simple and quickly shows that, as expected, all the perturbations of the tetrad, as well as the perturbation of the scalar field, can be directly related to the matter overdensity δ. We obtain:
The two first equations can be regarded as relativistic generalisations of the Poisson equation. Combining these equations, we obtain a closed form evolution equation for the matter density,
This generalises the result (20) , at the small-scale limit, to more general scalar-torsion theories. The effective Newton's constant depends now also on the kinetic term of the field. When we neglect it, ω = 0, we consistently recover the result of the f (T ) models, since in the scalar-torsion description of the f (T ) models we have that ϕ = f T .
On generalisations to curved FRW and rotated tetrads
In this Section we consider the cosmological perturbations in non-flat FLRW background. Regarding cosmological observations, this task appears less urgent since all the cosmological data is consistent with the assumption that our Universe has flat spatial sections, which is usually understood as a consequence of inflation in the very early Universe. However, there is theoretical interest to investigate the propagating modes of the teleparallel theory in more non-trivial backgrounds. As we have again confirmed above, in the conformally flat and isotropic, homogeneous background we do not excite the extra degree of freedom that is expected to nevertheless be present in the theory [39] . Rather than proceeding to nonlinear order in perturbation theory, one might instead to instead perturb the background solutions in different background geometry 8 in the hope getting the extra degree of freedom caught red-handed. However, in the following analysis we encounter an obstacle, which reveals another curious theoretical feature of the modified teleparallel gravity models, and makes it particularly clear that there is an issue with the proper parallelisation that needs to be resolved regardless of the background. We will first recall the classification of tetrads into the "good" and the "bad" ones, and then point out that a finer characteristics is required at the perturbative level.
Let us have a quick look at the models in the curved FRW background in the isotropic coordinates written as
where K is the curvature parameter. With the most obvious diagonal choice of the tetrads, we obtain the torsion scalar
Obviously, unless K = 0, this scalar is not isotropic and homogeneous, contradicting the symmetries of the background. A general T-dependent action won't thus allow any non-trivial solutions for this background. This means that the diagonal tetrads are no "good" [28] i.e. not compatible with the zero spin connection as explained in [20] . Following the original work [41] , we now switch to the hyperspherical coordinates. For definiteness we consider a closed universe background, and again will work with the quasi-Newtonian gauge perturbations,
where the curvature parameter K > 0 and the metric of the 3-sphere is
The tetrad perturbations will involve also the gradient of the ζ, which reads in the y i -coordinates as
and the Laplacian operator △ in the hyperspherical basis is
An obvious choice for the tetrads is again a diagonal one, which is the most direct generalisation of our previous choices. We write thus
However, again these diagonal tetrads turn out to be "bad". Therefore we should rotate them. The rotation we perform is specified by three Euler angles such that first we turn around the Ψ-axis by the angle − arcsin(cos Ψ), then around the Θ-axis by the angle π/2 − Θ, and finally around the Φ-axis by the angle Φ. The tetrad we then obtain seems like a "good" one (from the result (34) we'll shortly arrive at) though a lot messier (we omit writing down the 16 nonzero components explicitly). At this point, it is more convenient to rescale the hyper-angular coordinates y i → √ Ky i , so that they have the conventional dimension of length.
The components of the torsion become
The are other possible assignments for the ζ-part which would lead to the same metric, such as e 0 i = a(τ ) γ ij ζ ;j , e a 0 = a(τ )ζ ;j . However, it is important to note that the ζ-perturbation has inherited its derivative from the Lorentz basis, whereas the β (which our gauge sets to β = ζ) is differentiated with respect to the coordinate indices. Other assignments than the above would lead to spurious coordinate-dependence in T and the field equations.
where the contribution from the extra perturbation assumes now a more complicated form 10 for other than the T 00j components. However, the torsion scalar is neatly summed up into
Weird things happen in the antisymmetric sector. There are now two non-trivial equations. The three time-space components result in the same equation as previously, recall the solution (6), taking into account the eigenvalues of the operator △ = −k 2 − 3K in a closed universe. Explicitly, we get
The three antisymmetric spatial field equations now dictate that in addition we have to satisfy the constraint 1 3
Obviously, the system is overconstrained. At the level of structure formation, the generalised models are not viable. Note that this conclusion remains in the limit K → 0. It demonstrates that the rotated tetrads may remain "good" but become physically inequivalent. This of course reflects the fact that the f (T ) models break the rotational invariance (when the spin connection is neglected [20] ). M. Hohmann has reported that differently boosted tetrads which produce the same spatially curved FRW metric can lead to already inequivalent background field equations in the f (T ) models [42] . In fact, it had been recently discovered, in the more general context of McVittie solutions, that in a Newman-Penrose basis there exist tetrads which accommodate the standard GR solutions for the flat FRW metric into the general f (T ) models [43] . One tool to study the inequivalence of solutions is given by the condition for the existence of remnant symmetries in a given background [44] , since obviously the transformations that change the physical predictions cannot be amongst the remnant symmetries. From the covariant perspective, those transformations will correspond to the degrees of freedom in the inertial connection [20] .
The question arises whether the conclusion of the previous Sections that there are no extra degrees of freedom in the modified models, depends upon the choice of the tetrad we happened to make there. With tetrads in the Lorentz frame of Section 3, we obtained one, with above-chosen rotated frame we obtained two constraints. One may speculate on the existence of yet another frame where not one but two of the constraints would be eliminated, and the extra perturbation ζ would be unleashed to propagate 11 . In any case, it is clear that 1) "good" choices of tetrads corresponding to a given metric can be physically inequivalent and 2) the "goodness" at the background level can be lost by small perturbations. To recapitulate, 1) was already dramatically demonstrated in the results of [43] , and the problem we raise here due to 2) is the ambiguity of the propagating degrees of freedom in modified teleparallel gravity models.
Let us mention that in the theory of Coincident GR [25] and its symmetric teleparallel modifications, such ambiguities may not exist, since this framework presents a physical rationale to determine the canonical frame (and the canonical coordinate system) [6, 25] . On the other hand, these ambiguities only demonstrate that already classically, the richness of solutions of a general tetrad theory cannot be captured within a solely metric description. From a different point of view, the "unambiguous" case of f ∼ T has been criticised for the very opposite reason, namely that there is no way to distinguish between the infinite number of different Lorentz frames [46] .
Conclusions
We analysed cosmological perturbations in teleparallel f (T, ϕ) models of gravity. Taking carefully into account the 16 independent perturbative components in a generic tetrad, classified into scalar, pseu- 11 It remains to be clarified whether all of the field equations can always made be independent of the angular dependencies outside the perturbation variables i.e. statistically isotropic. This may require a perturbation-dependent rotation or boost, and perhaps be technically facilitated by considering the tangent space metric in an unconventional basis. We also leave for future investigations the possibility, which arises in the cases wherein the overall angular dependence does not cancel out at perturbative order, to interpret it as a (pseudo-)rotation of our observer frame with respect to the cosmic microwave background that could explain the anomalies that exist in the data according to e.g. [45] . doscalar, vector, pseudovector and tensor perturbations, we confirmed the previous conclusion of the absence of extra degrees of freedom in the flat FRW background in f (T ) models. This conclusion was generalised to the scalar-torsion models, which may appear surprising due to the explicit kinetic term that is added into the action (26) .
Other new results in this paper include the exact Poisson equation (18) and the exact evolution equation for dust perturbations (20) , where the latter is a special case of the second order differential equation (19) that makes no assumptions about the cosmological sources. The quasistatic equation governing the evolution of the matter spectrum was given also for the scalar-torsion theories as (20) , which now allows to easily include the structure formation constraints when confronting these models with the available (e.g. SDSS [47] ) and forthcoming (e.g. Euclid [33] , SKA [31] ) cosmological precision data.
We also checked the behaviour of the linear perturbations at the critical turnover points in bouncing and recollapsing cosmologies. We deduced from (22) that homogeneous perturbations are divergent unless the action is contrived such that f T T (0) = 0, which rules out realistic bounces.
The scalar-torsion case scrutinised in Section 9.1 is a simple example amongst the various more general teleparallel modified gravity actions that have been proposed in the literature during the past few years. In Section 9 we sketched the general recipe to obtain the linearised cosmological equations for various classes of models. We believe this will facilitate the more extensive analysis that is necessary to carry out for each of the models to sort out the viable ones according to their degrees of freedom and to understand their implications to cosmology beyond the time-dependence of the scale factor.
Finally, we pointed out a new feature of the perturbation system, which occurred with tetrads that were rotated to be compatible with spatial curvature. There was a discrepancy in the predictions of the modified models at the limit K → 0. The conclusions can crucially depend upon the tetrad that is chosen to represent a given metric, spatially curved or otherwise. That is intriguing and calls for further studies.
